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PlasmaLine Measurementsat ChatanikaWith High-Speed
Correlator
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•RadioPhysicsLaboratory,SR! International,Menlo Park, California94025
In the springand fall of 1978we made an extensiveseriesof plasmaline and correlativeobservations
with the Chatanikaincoherentscatterradar.To makethesemeasurements,
we greatlymodifiedthe radar
receivingsystem.In additionto enlargingthe plasmaline filter bank the mostsignificantchangewasthe
incorporationof a high-speedcotrelatorprovidedby the French.This wasthe first useof a correlatorin a
monostatic
radarto obtaintheintensityspectraof naturallyoccurringplasmalines.In thispaperwe develop the signal-processing
theorythat we useto obtain the plasmaline intensitiesfrom thesemeasurements;we alsoshowthat theseintensitiescomparewell with thoseobtainedfrom the filter bank. To show
the richnessof the phenomenaand to explorethe capabilitiesof the correlator,we examinea wide variety of spectrathat have beenenhancedby secondaryelectronsin the auroralE layer. From the other simultaneousmeasurements
we are able to relatethesespectraand their variationsto the auroral situation.
We alsoobtainedthe first measurements
in the auroralregionof photoelectron-excited
plasmalinesin
the E and F layers.Perhapsmostsignificant,
in the plasmaline spectrawe detecteda Dopplershift that

we thenusedto determinetheBirkelandcurrentcarriedby ambientelectrons.
Althoughthereis a large
estimateduncertaintyfor thisfirstdetermination,
we obtaineda downwardBirkelandcurrentof 10/as,/

m2 in thediffuseaurorain whatis,mostlikely,theequatorward
portionof theeveningsectorauroral
oval.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In thispaperwe developthe theoryfor interpretingthe cor-

Most previous measurementsmade with the Chatanika ra- relator measurements;we compare the resultant intensities
with those from the filter bank and relate variations in the
dar have been of the ion component of the incoherent scatter
spectra
to variations in the auroral E layer. In addition, in
spectrum.However, it is also possibleto observethe electron
componentof the spectrum,the plasma lines [Wickwar, 1978]. what could prove to be the most important result,we deduce

the Birkelandcurrentcarriedby ambientor thermalelectrons.

(A generaldiscussionof the incoherentscattertechniqueand
these componentsof the spectrum has been presented by
Evans [1969].) While plasma lines are more difficult to observe,they are important becausethey are a source,or potential source,of more preciseinformation about physicalparametersalready accessiblewith the ion component:electron
density and the electron-to-iontemperatureratio. They also
provide new information about other physical processesand
parameters,such as the interactionof auroral primaries with
the neutral atmosphere,low-energy secondaryelectrons,and

2.

RADAR

SYSTEM AND MEASUREMENTS

The location of the radar and the parametersof the radar
systemhave been describedin severalpublications[Leadabrandet al., 1972;Rino, 1972;Rinoet al., 1974a;Baron, 1977]
and reports [Burch, 1970, 1975; Rino et al., 1974b; Dawson,
1976;Petriceks,1976].To make our observations,we modified

the system.Principally,this involveddecreasingthe sample
interval from 10 to 5 /•s, increasingthe external integrator
from 1024to 2048 words,adding nine plasmaline filters, and
the current carried by thermal electrons.
During the springand fall of 1978 we performedan exten- incorporatingthe French autocorrelator(FAC) into the syssive seriesof joint American-French plasma line observations tem. The resultantreceiversystemis shownin Figure 1. Exat Chatanika. To undertake theseplasma line and correlative cept for the branchincludingthe FAC, this is the systemcurion componentobservations,the data acquisitionsystemand rently available for all ionospheric measurements at
Chatanika.

observationprogram were extensivelymodified. The plasma
line filter bank [ Wickwar, 1978]was expandedfrom 3 to 12 filters, and a high-speeddigital correlator from Grenoble [Chabert et al., 1974] was integratedinto the system.
The use of a correlatorto measurethe intensityor temperature spectrum of the naturally occurring plasma line is,
alone, a significantadvance.The techniquediffersin significant ways from that usedfor the ion component[Farley, 1969]
or that used for the enhancedplasma line in the ionospheric
modification experiments[Carlsonet al., 1972;Kantor, 1974].
Furthermore, while a correlatorwas previouslyusedto determine the variations in the critical frequency [Showen, 1979],
the correlatormeasurementshere go beyond those,in that we
determined the intensity spectrum.

To accommodatethe changesin the systemand the addition of the FAC, the observationprogram, Atol [Dawson,
1976],had to be extensivelymodified.
This systemand observingprogramenabledus to make an
unusuallycompleteset of measurements.
We usedthree pulses(or set of pulses)at intervals of either 10 or 8.3 ms to ob-

tain two differentsetsof powermeasurements
and to sample
with three autocorrelators.The experimentalsetup is describedin Table 1. In addition,we usuallyswitchedplasma
line receiversat the conclusion
of eachon-lineintegrationperiod (2-20 s) so as to have substantiallysimultaneousmeasurementsof upshiftedand downshiftedplasmalines.
The proceduresfor making and interpretingmost of these
measurements
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have been described elsewhere. Power mea-

surementsof the Chatanika ion component have been deIon component spectral measurements with the Chatanika
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Fig. 1. Blockdiagramof theanaloganddigitalpartsof thereceiver
system.

forinterpreting
thecorrelator
measurements
in
single-pulse
correlatorhavebeendescribed
by Rino [1972]; Theprocedure
termsof theplasmalineintensityspectrum
isdeveloped
in the
[1974a,1977]and Baron[1977].Powermeasurements
of next section.
plasmalineintensities
at differentfrequencies,
plasmalineshavebeendiscussed
by Yngvesson
andPerkins To compare
upshifted
and downshifted
plasmalines,it is
[1968],Wickwar[1971],Cicerone
and Bowhill[1971],Vidal- in particular,
necessary
to havea goodgainversusfrequency
calibrationof
Madjar et al. [1975],and Wickwar[1978].
Plasmaline spectralmeasurements
were made with the the entire radar system.To do this, the radio source,Caswasobserved
overa 24-MHzrangecentered
on the
FAC [Chabertet al., 1974].It is a high-speed
multibitcorrela- siopeia,
tor capableof samplingat ratesashighas 15 MHz and pro- transmitterfrequencyat 1290MHz (J. D. Kelly, privatecomvariaducing256-pointcorrelation
functions
in realtime.The proc- munication,1978).The drift curvesshowno detectable
in the shapeof the antennapattern.The
essingstartsby fillinga delayline with the first256 samples; tion with frequency
signalstrength
whencorrected
for a 1.2%decrease
in
thereaftera completecorrelationfunctionis producedand received
overthefrequency
rangeexamined
storedfor each new sample.The samplingcontinuesfor a thesignalfromCassiopeia

thosewith the Chatanikamultipulsecorrelatorby Rino et al.

time muchlongerthan the time neededto fill the delay line. therefore indicatesthe relative one-way gain of the antenna
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TABLE

Range
Pulse ResoluLength, tion,
•
km

Measurement

Power (density)

Filter bank(plasmaline
intensities)
SPC (temperatures
and Ion
velocities)
MAC (temperatures,collision
frequencies,and ion velocities)
FAC (plasmaline intensity

1.

LINE

MEASUREMENTS

AT CHATANIKA

The Measurements

Useful
Range
Interval,
km

Sampling
Interval or
Frequency,
•

Number
of
Gates
600e

60

9

70-720

10

320

--,2ø

50-375

40a

75d'e

320

-•50c

115-465

10

9f

10

80-150

10

-•50c

E and F region
peaks

15,8, 4, or 2
MHz

60a
320

spectra

Filter Bandwidth of

Number of

Equivalent
Filter,

Samples/
Gate

kHz

Lags

1

50

1

10ft

32

32

1.56

15f

33 n

32 n

1.56

4s

4800, 2560, 1280,

256

30, 16, 8,

or 640

or 4

SPC is single-pulsecorrelator;MAC is multipulse correlator.
aA 60-pspulsefollowedone interpulseperiod later by a burstof three 60-pspulses.

øRangeresolution-- (filterbandpass)/(plasma
frequencygradient).
cAlthoughthere are contributionsfrom a 96-km range,the effectiverangeresolutionis much less.

aBysampling
every5 psandmultiplexing
eightfilters,eachis sampled
every40 ps.Eachof theeightfiltersis sampled
75 timesfor a totalof
600 samples.
•Fhe total 600 samplesare used as follows: 456 for data, 72 for noise, and 72 for calibration.

•rhe lastgateis well separated
from the otherssoasto measureonly noise.
gThe gatesare positionedso as to measurethe E and F regions,noise, and calibration.

nLags0-5 comefromtheunipulse.
Lags6-31 comefromthemultipulse
burst.Sample33isthezerolagforthemultipulse
burst.It isunused.
iThereareeight100-kHzfilterswith center-to-center
separation
of 200 or 400 kHz, depending
uponthesetup.

over this frequencyrange. This is the appropriatequantity for
the plasma line measurementsbecause transmissionand reception occur at different frequencies.The resultant relative
gain G(v) is plotted in Figure 2. Although this calibration is
relative to the noise source,separatecalibrationsof the noise
source(by the manufacturer,Microwave SemiconductorCorporation), the isolator, and the directional coupler (J. D.
Kelly, private communication, 1978) indicate that these components have only a minor effect upon the calibration. The
fully correctedor absolutecalibration curve is also shown in
Figure 2.
3.

THEORY AND TECHNIQUE

In this sectionwe discussthe theory that we applied to the
plasma line measurements.In the first part our discussionfocuseson that portion of the theory that is necessaryto relate
the FAC-measured

autocorrelation

functions

and deduced

ever, does not hold, since the spectrum at each altitude depends on the density profile. In the first approximation the
plasma line spectrumis

S(f) -- A(z)/•[f - f(z)]

(1)

where amplitude A and plasma line frequency f are both
functions

of altitude

z.

The signal-processing
theory for the plasma lines is developed in detail in Appendix A. Here we presentthe major results. The expected value of the measured autocorrelation
function

is

E{1•
3=•1m---Or-l)
• 1- Ra-•
nat;
c'(•r
+2mat) (2)
S--!
whereRa• is the autocorrelation
functionof the medium.
This equation is basic to our resultsbecauseit relates the
measured

autocorrelation

function

to that of the medium.

It

spectrato those of the medium. In the secondpart we show
can be understoodphysically with the aid of the range-time
how we determinedthe plasma line intensity (plasmawave
diagram in Figure 3. At each rangewithin the rangegate there
temperature) from the spectralmeasurementsand other ionoPLASMA LINE FREQUENCY •
MHz
sphericand radar parameters.In the third part we presentthe
-10
-5
0
5
10
method that we used to look for the velocity of the ambient
electronsand hence for the current parallel to the magnetic

1.10..•

field.

a.

•
Theory of Plasma Line Correlation

Measurements
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The correlationtechniquehas long been usedsuccessfully
[Evans, 1969] to measurethe ion spectrum.The signal-processing theory for these correlation functions has been describedby Farley [1969] and Rino [1972]. We have extended
that theory to apply to correlation measurements of the
plasma line spectrum.

The two signal-processing
theoriesdiffer significantlyfrom
one another. For the ion spectrum we assumethat the received spectrumis constantover the scatteringvolume. This
assumptionis usually good becausewe selecta sufficiently
shortpulselength. For the plasmalines this assumption,how-

m
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Fig. 2. Antennacalibration.The solidcurveindicatesthe gain
G(v) relative to the calibration noisesource.This is the curve used in

the dataanalysis.
By includingcorrections
for the frequencydependenceof the noisesource,isolator,anddirectionalcouplerthe dashed
curve showsthe actual frequencydependenceof the antenna receiving system.
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is a different correlation function because the plasma fre-

B

bandwidth of the plasma line filter or of the FAC
equivalentfilter;
PT transmitter peak power;

quencyor its gradientis different.The measuredcorrelation
function is the sum of these different correlation functions; it

is weightedat each rangeby the number of measurementsor
durationof measurement.
At ranger, definedby rn -- 0, there
are N contributions

to the measured correlation

function

ob-

tained over a time period T. At range r', defined by 0 < m' <
N- 1, there are N(1 - m'/N) -- N- m' contributionsto the
measured correlation function obtained over a time period
T'-- T(1 - m'/N).
Now

let us turn from the autocorrelation

function

r

Oe
•
e
•r
A(v, Vo)

to the

N--!

(3)
E{•s(f)}
• • m•__(•N_!)
1-I__•_)Sc•
If;c'(•r+mAt)
e

2

in the frequencydomain. This is the compositespectrumfrom
all altitudes. If the correlator gate is positionedat an altitude
such that the plasma line frequency varies monotonically
within the gate, then the part of the spectrumfrom a small altitude region is given by

Ni [ Ct('rr
+m.•t)

E{•(f•)}• •- S•ee
f,;

2

(4)

range;

radar crosssection of the electron;
radar wavelength;
charge on the electron;
region in range from which the signal is scattered;
effectivearea of the antennafor a signaltransmitted
at frequencyVoand receivedat v, equal to A(vo)G(v).

This equationmay then be solveddirectlyfor k T•:

spectrum.Equation (2) becomes
1

3001

kT•,
=4.99
x 10
-7PrG(P)Sr
BT•taeV

(7)

whereA(vo)-- 172m2 was found by usingthe analogousion
componentradar equation and electrondensitiesdetermined
from the plasmaline frequencies.As in previousapplications
[Yngvessonand Perkins, 1968; Wickwar, 1971, 1978; Cicerone

and Bowhill,1971],kTv may also be found in an alternate
manner, using the ratio of the electron and ion component ra-

dar equations.Indeed, the fact that we obtain the samek Tv
valuesby the two methodsis a goodindependent
verification
of A(vo).
To usethis equation, we need to employ two other parameters besidesthe antenna temperatureof the plasmaline signal.
The first is the range of the signal.This is obtaineddirectly for

where

the

measurements

with

the

filter

bank.

Provided

that

the

range is constant during the integration and that the filter is
not at the critical frequency,the signalrange can be found to
trum in the medium,S• e,canthusbe obtainedat eachalti- within 2 km on the topside of the auroral E layer [ Wickwar,
tude within the correlator gate. If the center of the correlator 1978] and 5 km on the topsideof the F layer. For the correlagate is positionedat the peak of the E or F layer, then there tor the signal range is found indirectly from either the filter
could be two contributions to the observed spectrum, one bank or the electron density profile. In the latter casethe upfrom above and one from below.
per cutoff frequencyis associatedwith the range of the E or F
We also have to consider the effects of the receiver bandlayer critical frequency.The rangesof the other frequencies
width upon the receivedplasmaline signal.The receiversys- are then obtained from the fully correctedprofile. It is appartem, up to the point wherethe correlationfunctionis formed, ent that there could be a range ambiguity due to signalsfrom
can be representedby a singlefilter with the impulseresponse both the bottomsides and topsides of the layers. A careful
placement of the receiver gate, however, will eliminate that
FT(t)
ambiguity in the F region except for a small determinable
h(t) •-• H(J)
range of frequenciesnear the critical frequency. In the E region there appears to be no ambiguity problem becausethe
The spectrumat the output of the receiverthen becomes
signalsfrom the bottomside are neglibly small. So far, they
Ss-(f
; t) = IH(f)[2Ss(f
;0
(5) have been too weak to detect with the filter bank (see WickThe influence of the filter is the same as that for the case of
war [1978] and section4a of this paper). There is no ambiguity
stationarysignals.Thus the measuredspectrumis the product between E and F layers becausethey are quite far apart in
of the filter spectrumand the compositespectrumof the me- comparisonto the 48-km range gate. Again, theseprocedures
dium, (3). Finally, the relation betweenthe measuredspec- for finding the signalrange work bestfor a stableE or F layer.
The secondparameter is the region/•r from which the radar
trum and the spectrumof the medium in a small altitude resignal is scattered.For a given plasma line filter passbandor
gion is obtained by combining(4) and (5).
for a given width of the FAC equivalent filter this region is
b. Determination
of k T•,
calculatedfrom the electrondensity or plasma frequencygraTo obtainthe plasmawavetemperaturek Tp,we apply the dients. These gradients are determined from the variation in
radar equationfor the power Pr receivedin the electroncom- range of the signalsfrom the filter bank or from the electron
density profile. In either casewe assumethat the gradient varponent [ Yngvesson
and Perkins, 1968]
ies smoothly in range.

and mi is determinedfrom the altitude at which fi occurs.We
call N• the 'altitude weightingfunction.' The plasmaline spec-

Pr2*roekTp
Vo)
Pr--kTAB
= -•X2e28.4(v,
where

k Boltzman's constant;
TA antenna temperature;

(6) c.

Electron Velocityand Current Measurements
in theAuroral E Layer

The velocity of the ambient electrons is found from the
Doppler shift of the radar signal [Bauer et al., 1976]. It is determined from the difference between the upshifted and
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downshifted plasma line measurements.The current is derived from the electrondensityand the differencebetweenthe
electron and ion velocities, all of which are measured simulta-

MEASUREMENTS

AT CHATANIKA

experiment.To distinguishbetween the resultsdue to the
measurementtechnique and those due to geophysicaldifferences,we next examine a variety of data obtained with the
FAC on the night of March 16, 1978, UT. Finally, for that
samenight we presentour initial determinationof electronvelocities and field-aligned currentsin the premidnight diffuse

neously. Since the measurementshave been made along the
magnetic field line, they are sensitiveto a componentof the
current not previouslymeasuredwith the radar.
To find the frequency differencesbetween the upshifted aurora.
and downshifted spectra, it would be easiestif there were a
a.
Plasma Line Measurements
With the
sharp feature in the spectrum. However, the plasma line
Filter Bank and Correlator
spectravary smoothlyand slowlywith the possibleexception
of the cutoff at the high-frequencyends.However, as we shall
To show and compare the plasma line data obtained by
see,this cutoff may in fact be very gradual in the auroral E thesecomplementarytechniques,we have chosena period in
layer. We therefore use the fact that the two spectraare sym- which the signalwas in asmany plasmaline filtersas possible.
metric and determine the shifts of the whole spectrafrom a In order to have this the plasmaline intensityspectrumhad to
first-moment
calculation
be particularly broad. However, under these conditionsthe
signalwas also weak and required a long integration,23 min.
During the selectedperiod the auroral E layer was unusually
=
=
(8) stable. The peak or critical frequency and altitude are shown
in Figure 4 at 1-min intervals. It should be recalled that the
plasma frequency is slightly less than the plasma line frequency [Yngvessonand Perkins, 1968]. For the data shown in
In fact,fup(positive)and faown
(negative)are calculatedsepathis paper the difference is typically 100-300 kHz. The inrately. We have correctedfor the natural differencesbetween
tegrated electron density profile and the densitiesfrom the
the upshiftedand downshiftedfrequencies[Showen,1979]due
plasmaline filters are shownin Figure 5. The bar at the layer
to the different k vectorsfor the two spectra.
peak indicatesthe range of density variation obtained from
The critical point in applying this techniqueis the symmethe 1-min profiles.
try of the upshifted and downshiftedspectrawhen the DopThe agreement between the densities found by the two
pler shift has been removed.These spectrawill be symmetric
techniques,despitethe geophysicalvariations,is remarkable
if the distribution of electronsthat interact with the plasma
becausevery different quantitiesare being averaged.For the
waves is isotropic. Since we are concernedwith low-energy
ion componentthe density is found at a given altitude from
electrons (approximately 0.3-3 eV) in altitude regions (apthe average received power (and from certain correction facproximately 90-150 kin) with very large electron-electronand
tors). For the electroncomponentand the filter bank a density
electron-neutralcollision frequencies,transport is unimporis found at a given altitude when there is a detectablesignalat
tant, and the electrondistributionwill be isotropic.Indeed, an
that altitude in the appropriatefilter. Whether that signal can
examination (visual or mathematical) of the spectrapresented
be detectedbecomesa questionof how much it variesin altilater does show them to be symmetric.
tude, how strong it is, and what fraction of the integration
The electron velocity averaged over the E region is then
time the signal is present. Thus to first order the ion comgiven by
ponent providesthe averagedensityat a given altitude, while
the electron componentand filter bank provide the average
c fue+ faown

fDoppler
fup
+fdown
/_fs(f)df
2

= 4

f_•s(f)
df

fc

(9) altitude
fora given
density.

In Figure 6 we show the signalsfrom the filter bank obWhile experience with F region spectra [Showen, 1979] sug- tained at 10 of the 16 plasma line frequenciesrecorded. At
geststhat the largest contribution to the first-moment calculation comesfrom the peak of the layer, it is not clear that this
is the casein the auroral E region. Indeed, the data presented
in the next sectionindicate that the strongestsignal is at a frequency significantly below the cutoff frequency and that it
originatesfrom an altitude well above the E layer peak. This
average electron velocity therefore is weighted for a region [IJ rt
(•
z
above the E layer peak.
rr

4.

r

MEASUREMENTS

In this sectionwe presentplasma line and correlative measurements.The intent is the exploration of the capabilities of
the correlator

and the demonstration

of the richness of both

the geophysicalphenomena being studied and the data set
available for that study.First, we showand comparemeasurements from the filter bank and the FAC for March 19, 1978,
UT. In the processwe discussthe strengthsof the two tech-

niques and show that the new correlator technique does indeed give the same intensities as the well-established filter
technique. The data presentedin this part are also considered
elsewhere[Oran et al., 1980] in a comparisonof theory and

0

T

Tr

Tr•

TIME

Fig. 3. Range-time diagram illustrating the measurementtechnique. For ranger = C•r/2 associated
with time 'rr after the beginning
the transmittedpulsethe signalis integratedfor a time almost equal
to the lengthof the transmittedpulse, T - •r" -- •r' For ranger' -- C•r'/
2 associatedwith a time •r' the integration time is less, T' = •r" -- •r"
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Fig. 4. Peak frequency and altitude of the auroral E layer on
March 19, 1978, determinedwith 1-min integrations.These data are
from the ion component.The frequencyis a continuousvariable, but
the altitude is quantized in stepsof almost 5 km.
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Fig. 6. Data from the plasma line filter bank on March 19, 1978.
Sixteenchannelsof data were obtained by observingalternately every
10 s above and below the transmitterfrequencywith a set of eight filters. The signalsare shown for the 10 plasma line channelswith the
smallestfrequencyoffsets.Plasma lines appear in the eight of these
with the smallestoffsets.Their altitudesare indicatedby open circles,
and their intensitiesby vertical straightlines.

-5.8 and +5.7 MHz the signalswere not strongenough for a
long enoughperiod to detectplasma lines. In the other filters
we see plasma lines of varying intensities,the strongestones
occurringat the lowestfrequencies.These measurementswere
made with a 320-/•spulse.They showthe noiselevel at all alti- had previouslymade a small correctionbelow 110 km for retudesexcept for a region centeredon the plasma line. Ideally, covery;that is, below 110 km the noise level was slightly elethe plasma line signal would define a rectangular region the vated because of increased noise in the receiver after the
length of the radar pulse. What we see is not rectangular for transmitted pulse. The recovery curve was determined by avthree reasons. First, there is a time constant in the circuit
eraging several hours of plasma line data from filters whose
which roundsthe two edges.Second,there is a densitygradi- frequencieswere well above the critical frequency.We deterent or plasmafrequencygradientacrossthe plasmaline filter; mine the uncertainty from the standard deviation of these
the signal does not increaseinstantaneouslyfrom zero to its sevenpoints. Since the noise level is found from many more
maximum value, but rather, the rise occurs over several kilodata points, it is determined to a much greater precision, and
meters.In this casethat distanceis small enough,about 1 km, its uncertainty contributeslittle to the overall uncertainty in
that it does not appear in these curves. Third, the layer the signal strength.
changedduring the integration time. Not only did the maxiThe altitude of each plasma line was taken to be the midmum density vary, but also the altitude at which a given point between the altitudes where the signal was half of the
smaller density occurred moved up and down. This altitude mean value for the plasma line. A better procedure,when this
movementgivesrise to more rounded edges.
operationis computerized,is the modelingof the shapeof the
We determinethe magnitudeof the signalby averagingthe plasmaline signaland then determinationof the altitude that
seven strongestpoints, subtracting the noise level, and nor- yields the best crosscorrelation between the measured and
malizing the results to the calibration pulse. In addition, we modeled shapes.
An important result is apparent in these filter bank meaPLASMA
FREQUENCY
-MHz
surements.The signal appearsto come only from the topside
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 9
of the auroral E layer. Apparently, the signal is so small from
the bottomsidethat its magnitude is negligible when it is compared with the signalfrom the topside.This finding is consis•,
19
MARCH
1978
1318-1341
UT
tent with previous measurements[Wickwar, 1978] and with
175
the theoretical modeling of thesedata [Oran et al., 1980].
The result is important for the interpretation of the correlator measurements.The advantage of the correlator over the
E
filter bank is that it can measure the spectrumcontinuously
over a much wider frequencyrange with a narrower equiva----- IONCOMPONENT
X
ß
PLAS
lent filter width; however, to gain these advantages,it sacrificesaltitude resolution.The correlator,with its gate equal to
i125
the 320-/tspulselength, can, in principle, receivesignalsfrom
a 96-kin range, although the altitude weighting function reducesthe effectiverange to about 50 kin. The absenceof sigt
_
nal from the bottomside E region then assuresus that even
lOO
thoughthe correlatorgateencompasses
all the E region,most,
if not all, of the signal is from the topside E region. Another
consequenceof the long gate is that if the layer were to move
75
I
I I I I I I1[
I
I I I !II
in altitude during the integration period, the FAC would be
lO0
lO5
lO6
more likely to obtain a detectableplasmaline signalthan the
ELECTRON
DENSITY-- cm-3
filter bank. This is becausethe signal would remain within
Fig. 5. Electron densitiesfrom the ion componentand plasma
lines on March 19, 1978. The bar at the peak of the layer showsthe that range gate, whereasfor a filter the signalwould appear in
range of variation of the peak densitydetermined from the 1-min in- a varying set of range gates.
tegrations.
In Figure 7 we show examplesof the 256-point autocorrela-
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Fig. 8. Plasmalinespectra
obtainedwiththeFrenchcorrelator
on

March19, 1978.Thesearethespectra
of theupshifted
anddown-

shifted
plasma
linesin a 48-kmrange
gatecentered
at90km.They

havenotyetbeencorrected
forthealtitude
weighting
function
and
the relative antenna calibration.

DOWNSHI FTED

in part,because
ofthefraction
oftimethatthecorresponding
densityexistedduringtheintegration
period.

In Figure9 weshowa comparison
of thecorrected
plasma
line antennatemperatures
wherewe selected
theFAC dataat

thefrequencies
of theplasma
linefiltersandaveraged
them
overthe samebandwidth.The correlatordata havenow been

corrected
for the altitudeweightingfunctionwherethe altitudeswere obtainedfrom the filter bank data. These data

havealsobeencorrected
fora smallrecovery
signalthatwas
againfoundfromlongintegrations
whenthedensity
wastoo

Fig. 7. Plasmaline autocorrelation
functionsobtainedwith the

Frenchcorrelator
on March16,1978.Eachof these256-point
auto- lowto giveriseto a plasmalinesignal.Bothsetsof datahave
correlationfunctions(ACF's) resultsfrom the subtraction
of the noise beencorrectedfor the antennacalibration.The uncertainties
were determinedfrom the variaACFfromthesignal-plus-noise
ACF.ThetopACFis fortheup- for the filter measurements

shifted
frequencies;
thebottom
ACFisforthedownshifted
frequen- tionof thepointsinvolvedin makingtheestimate
of the an-

ciesbut alsoincludesthe ion component.
The measurements
alter- tenna temperature. The uncertaintiesfor the correlator came
natedevery10s.The dataweresampled
at a 15-MHzratewitha 320-

fromthetheoretical
estimate
shown
in Figure8 withthealti-

/•s or 48-km range gate centeredat 110 km.

tudeweightingfunctionapplied.
In thiscomparison
we findgoodagreement
between
thein-

tionfunctions
measured
withtheFAC for theupshifted
and tensitiesobtainedwith the correlatorand the filter bank. Fur-

downshifted
signals.
Whileth• bandwidths
arethesame,
they

3.0,

are not located symmetricallyabout the transmitter fre-

quency.
Themuchstronger
oscillation
in thedownshifted
signal arisesbecause
of thepresence
of theioncomponent
in
thesemeasurements.
ThesedatafromMarch16, 1978,were
selected
because
theyaremoredramatic
thantheweaker
signalsobtained
duringthelongaverage
onMarch19.Theproc-

H 1978

1318-1341

UT

o FILTER

BANK

_

2.5

essingconsists
of subtracting
the noiseautocorrelation
function from the signal-plus-noise
autocorrelation
functionand
thennormalizingthesignalspectrum
to thatof thecalibration
noisesource.Beforetransforming
from the time to the fre-

•

2.0

•..

ß FAC

•

--

quencydomainwe applya Papoulis[1973]windowto the
data.

z
z

In Figure8 weshowtheupshifted
anddownshifted
spectra
forthelongintegration
periodof interest
alongwiththeone
standard
deviation
theoretical
uncertainty.
The spectra
are
weakand extendfrom approximately
3 to 6 MHz. A com-

i-

_

"'

m

parison
of Figures
6 and8 shows
thattheplasma
linesignal

n-

•

UPSHIFTED

....

DOWNSHIFTED

_

O

wasdetectableto higherfrequencies
with the correlatorthan
0.5--

withthefilterbank.Theantenna
calibration
hasnotbeenapplied to thesespectra,and the resultis that the downshifted
spectrumappearsstronger.Within each spectrumthe ob-

-

served
shape
isdetermined
bytheshape
of theplasma
linein0.0
tensity
spectrum
combined
withinstrumental
andgeophysical
PLASMA LINE FREQUENCY
UHz
factors.
At thelow-frequency
end(smalloffset
frequencies)
of plasmaline intensities
obtainedwith the
thealtitudeweighting
function
reduces
theintensity
because Fig. 9. Comparison

onMarch19,1978.Thecotrelator
datahave
the corresponding
altitudeis well abovethe centerof the re- filterbankandcotrelator
beencorrected
for the altitudeweighting
function,andbothsetsof
ceivergate.At thehigh-frequency
end,whichis nearthecen- data
havebeencorrected
for recovery
andtherelativeantennacali-

terofthereceiver
gate,theintensity
diminishes
slowly,
atleast

bration.
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thermore, the agreement of the low-frequency points, where
the altitude weightingfunction requiresa large correctionfactor, providesgood verification of the theory that we presented
in the last section and demonstrates

that the correlator

can be

used for plasma line intensity measurements.

b. SpectralMeasurementsFrom March 16, 1978
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large fluctuations,the peak altitude decreasesduring the period of observation. This decreasecorrespondsto the usual
observationof a hardening of the energeticelectron flux as it
passesfrom eveningto morning. Variations in the peak density give an indication of the variation in the energetic flux.
Between 1000 and 1100 UT the density has a magnitude and
steadinesscharacteristic of the diffuse aurora. At 1430, 1515,

In this sectionwe examine a wide range of variations in the
plasma line spectrafrom the auroral E region. We relate these
to auroral conditions,in particular, the altitude and time variations of the E layer. We then obtain spectra of plasma wave

and 1610 there are short-periodreductionsin electron density
that are accompaniedby large increasesin the height of the E
layer peak. These distinctive features arise when the auroral
precipitation becomes appreciably softer and, possibly, re-

temperaturekTpfrom the observedintensities.
The kTpvalues
are the physicalquantitiesthat we intend to studyextensively

duced.

in later work.

The varying auroral situation for the night of March 16,
1978, can be describedin a variety of ways. The magnetometer H componentand the riometer recordsfor Poker Flat (4
km from the radar) are shown in Figures 10a and 10b. The
magnetometeris initially positive on the quiet-day curve but
is negative at about 1010 and remains so with large negative
bays peaking near 1210 and 1445 UT and extensivenegative
bay activity after 1545 UT. The riometer showsincreased30MHz absorption during the negative bay near 1210 UT and
increased absorption after 1515 UT with a maximum near
1615 UT.

The peak density and altitude of the auroral E layer is
shown in Figure 10c at l-rain intervals. Superimposed on
16 MARCH
800

[

,

,

From the electrondensityprofile in the E layer it is further
possibleto deduce the total energy brought into the atmosphereby the energeticelectrons[Wickwar et al., 1975]. This
energy is shown in Figure 10d. In the diffuse aurora the in-

cidentenergyflux is low, about2 ergscm-2 s-'. In the vicinity
of the peaks in the negative bays near 1210 and 1445 UT the
energy input becomesmuch greater for brief intervals during
the very disturbed period after 1530;there are peaks near 35

and 45 ergscm-2 s-'. Theseenergyinputsare very significant.
In addition, the secondmaximum at 1615 correspondsto the
biggestabsorptionevent, indicating considerableD region ionization.

Alternatively, the particle energyinput and the aurora may
be characterizedin terms of the optical emission[Wickwar et

al., 1975].The equivalent
intensityin theN: + bandat 4278*
is alsoindicatedin Figure10d.For thebandat 3914* theintensityis 3 timesas great. From theseintensitiesit followsthat

1076

[

the diffuse aurora is at the IBC I level, the relative maxima

during the negative bays are at just below the IBC II level,
and the two peaks are significantlyabove the IBC II level.
The electronand ion temperatures,Te and Ti, respectively,
provide more information about the aurora. They are shown
for the E region, 134 km, and the F region,305 km, in Figures
10e and 10f. From Ti at 305 km during the diffuse aurora
prior to 1100 UT we learn that the exospherictemperature is
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sharp increasein the particle precipitation.Just prior to this
period, in agreementwith the small particle precipitation, the
Tecurvesshowtheir nighttime minimum. Another joule heating event just prior to 1400 UT, when both Ti curves have
maxima, is probable. After 1330 UT the T• curve at 304 km
reflectsboth particle precipitation and F region sunrise.
Thus we have describedthe auroral activity during the
night in terms of several different parameters.We can now
choosedifferent situationsand examine what happensto the
plasma line spectra.The periods centered on 1335 and 1532
UT are of interest, as can be seenin Figure 10c, becauseduring the first period the E layer was at its highestaltitude and
during the secondit was at its lowest altitude. To provide as
complete a description of the auroral situation as possible,
Figures 1la and I lb show the spectraof the auroral electrons
[Vondrak and Baron, 1976, 1977].The flux is much harder and
greater during the later time interval. Figures 1l c and 1l d
show the measuredelectron density profiles from which the
fluxes were derived. Not only does the later profile have a
larger peak density located at a lower altitude, but it also has
altitude gradientsof greater magnitude on both topside and

Fig. 10. Severalcharacterizations
of the auroral conditionsduring
the plasma line observationperiod on March 16, 1978. Figures 10a
and 10b are from sensorsat Poker Flat, 4 km from the radar. Figures
10c-10f are determinedfrom the radar data. This figure is described bottomside.
in detail in the text.

The upshifted plasma line intensity spectra are shown in
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Fig. 12. Contoursof E regionplasmafrequenciesduring a period of
diffuse aurora on March 16, 1978.
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Fig. 11. Auroral conditionsand plasmaline data for two time periods on March 16, 1978. Figures 1la and 1lb showthe energeticelectron fluxes derived from the electron density profiles in Figures 1l c
and 1ld. The bars at the layer peaks show the range of variation
found in 1-min integrations.Figures 11e and 11f show uplifted
plasmaline spectraobtainedwith the FAC, with the rangegatesset at
110 km and 105 km, respectively,and a 15-MHz sampling rate. The
approximate plasma frequency was calculated assumingan electron
temperature of 400øK.

Figures 1l e and 1l f. The spectrumis much narrowerin the
earlier case,0.3 MHz versus1.5 MHz at the half-power points.
Sincethe integrationtimes are the same,the noisefluctuations
are identical. By comparing signal-to-noiseratios we deduce
that the intensityis much greaterin the earlier case.These dif-

ferencesin the observedspectraare typicaland are relatedto

Figure 12 we show contour plots of plasma frequency obtamed from a seriesof 1-min integrations between 1010 and
1100 UT. This is the period of diffuseaurora previouslyidentified in Figure 10. In Figure 13 we show the plasma line intensity spectra obtained with 6-min integrations.They are
narrow and vary slowly in frequencyas the maximum plasma
frequencychanges.They appear to be symmetricabout zero,
although as we pointed out earlier, the downshiftedportion
appearssomewhatlarger than the upshiftedportion.
In Figure 14 we showplasma frequencycontoursstarting 5
hours later and encompassingthe secondperiod of very intenseparticle precipitationdiscussedin conjunctionwith Figure

10. As the measurements

from

the riometer

have

in-

dicated, there is considerable ionization below 90 km. This

period includesa large variation in the auroral situation. In
Figure 15 we show the plasma line spectraobtained with 1min integrations.Again, the spectraappear to be symmetric
about zero; however,in this casethere is rapid temporal variation. After 1607 the spectra disappear for 2 min and then
reappearwith a narrow maximum near 7 MHz. After 1615 the
spectrabecomemuch wider and extend up to 9 MHz.
Having examined altitude and temporal effectson the measured plasma line temperatures,we will now examine the
plasmawave temperaturekT•, as discussed
in section3b. We
examine two adjacent time periodsduring the diffuse aurora.
The electron density profiles are shown in Figure 16a. They
are very similar. The upshiftedplasma line spectraare shown
in Figure 16c.As is expectedfrom the shift in the densityprofile, the later spectrum is shifted to higher frequencies. The
maximum antenna temperature is significantlygreater, and
the width at half the maximum is significantly less. Both
spectra have a low-intensity tail extending 200-300 kHz

the electron density distribution and the altitude of the E
layer. Supposethat the plasmaline signalcame from a limited
altitude region. Then, as the magnitude of the altitude gradient became greater, the possiblerange of frequencieswithin
that altitude region would also become greater. Concomitantly,there would be fewer electronsto scatterthe signal
in each frequencyinterval. Hence the signal-to-noiseratio and
intensity would be reduced. In addition to these effectsthat
the altitude gradient has upon the signal the underlying
16 MARCH
1978
plasmawave temperaturehas been shownto increasewith altitude up to about 120 km [Wickwar, 1978].
An indication of the effect that the geophysicalvariations
have upon the observedspectraduring the integrationperiod
is obtained by comparing the range of variation of the peak
electrondensitiesin Figures 1lc and 1ld to the spectrain Figures 1l e and 1l f. For the earlier time period, when there is a
greaterdensityvariation, there is an easilyidentifiablelow-intensity tail at plasmafrequenciesabove about 4.2 MHz. For
the later time period there is also a low-intensity tail above a
-5
-4
-3
3
4
5
plasma frequency of about 5.2 MHz, but it is not as readily
PLASMA
LINE FREQUENCYMHz
distinguishablefrom the rest of the spectrum.
Fig. 13. Sequenceof plasma line spectraduring a period of difThe temporal behavior of the plasmaline spectracan be ex- fuse aurora on March 16, 1978. The FAC range gate was centered at
amined by comparisonof two periods,one with stableauroral 120 km, the samplingrate was 8 MHz, and the integrationtime was 6
conditionsand one with dramatically changingconditions.In min.
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In the F region at Chatanika and elsewherethere is a very
sharp cutoff to the plasma line spectrum at the peak frequency.It is all the more dramtic becausethe maximum sig180
nal is at the low-frequency side of the cutoff [cf. Showen,
1979];henceit is easyto determinethe peak densityand scale
160
the ion componentdensityprofile. In the auroral E region the
situation is different: the cutoff is lesssharp for two reasons.
First, there is temporal variation of the peak density during
140
the integration time. We have already discussedsome of the
effects of this variation. Second, the maximum signal may
120
come from a higher altitude than the peak. This appearsto be
the casefor the data from March 19, 1978,shownin Figures4,
6, and 9. The maximum signalis near 4.0 MHz, and the signal
100
is already significantlysmallerby 4.5 MHz. Both the frequencies
are considerablyless than the peak frequency. Indeed,
8O
1610
1615
1620
both these frequencies are sufficiently below the peak freTIME, UT
quencythat the intensitiesshouldbe little affectedby the variation of the layer during the integration time. This also apFig. 14. Contoursof E regionplasmafrequenciesduring a period of
active aurora on March 16, 1978.
pearsto be the casefor the data from March 16, 1978. In the
short 1-min integrations in Figure 15 the intensity falls off
beyond the sharp intensitydecreasethat occursnear 3.9 MHz.
gradually rather than precipitouslyat the high-frequencyend
As we did previously,we attribute this tail to variation in the of the spectra.
peak electron density during the integration period.
As for the data in Figure 16c, we have adopted the followMuch of the differencein peak intensity and width arises ing procedure:by extendingthe main decline to zero intensity
from the time variation of the layer. From the bars in Figure (at the frequenciesshownby the arrowswith open symbols)
16a, which show the variation in peak density, it is apparent we obtained the peak frequency and hence the peak density.
that there was more variation during the earlier integration. We then scaledthe ion componentdensity profile and attribThis variation would lead to a smaller peak signal and wider uted an altitude to each datum point in the spectrum, enspectrum.There is the added possibilitythat part of the differ- abling the plasma wave temperaturesto be calculated by usencemay be due to the altitude dependenceof the plasmaline ing (7). The k T•, values were then calculatedfor the data
intensitybecausethe same density in this later curve always points shown in Figure 16c after correction for the altitude
occursat a higher altitude.
weightingfunction shownin Figure 16a. The resultantk T•,

To find kT•,from the plasmaline intensityspectrum,(7), we values are presentedversusaltitude in Figure 16b and versus
need to associatean altitude with each frequency. Unfortu- plasma frequency (and phaseenergy) in Figure 16d.
nately, this task is not as easyas convertinga plasmaline freThus we have obtainedk T•,valuesrangingfrom 0.1 to 1.1
quencyto densityand then usingthe densityprofile. Because eV over an altitude range from 122 to 150 km and a phase enof the accumulativeeffectsof the averaging discussedpre- ergy rangefrom 0.45 to 0.65 eV. The kT•, spectrafor the two
viously,'
thetemperature
dependence
of thescattering
cross periodsare similar as they reach their maxima near the highsection,and the absolutecalibration of the radar the plasma frequency or high-energy end. The shift in location of the
line frequency is better known than the absolutescale of the maximum is in accord with the change in the auroral E layer.
density profile. We therefore use the plasma line data to nor- The altitudeprofilesof k T•,are in reasonableagreementand
malize the densityprofile. Usually, we would do this with the showkT•, increasingfrom the peak of the E layer to a maxidata from the filter bank; however, there are no such data on mum about 10 km higher and then falling off to higher altithis occasion.Thus we usethe FAC data, applying the proce- tudes. The differencesbetween the curvesgive an indication
dure discussed below.
of the uncertainty, including contributionsfrom geophysical
variations.
16 MARCH

TIME,
UT
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The important physical result here is that the peak of the

kTpprofileis at a greateraltitudethan the peakof the E layer.
As will be mentioned in section 5, we believe that this differ-

ence in altitudes indicates that the secondaryelectron flux is
greater at altitudes above the peak of the layer.
For the two peaks to be at the same altitude a frequency
near the peak of the observedsignal spectrumin Figure 16c
would have to be identified with the peak of the E layer. This
is unlikely. First, it would be difficult to accountfor the signal
at frequenciesabovethe peak with a spectrumhaving a sharp
cutoff and the small observedpeak frequency variation. Sec-9

-7

-5

5

7

9

ond, other data for which the altitudes are well determined,

such as the data from March 19, 1978, that we have already
discussed,are inconsistentwith this interpretation; recall that
Fig. 15. Sequenceof plasmaline spectraat l-min intervalsduring
a periodof activeauroraon March 16, 1978.The FAC rangegate was the lower frequencies during a given measurement refer to
centered at 105 km, the sampling rate was 15 MHz, and the in- greaterheightsbecausethe signalwas found only on the toptegration time was l-min.
side of the layer. We have further explored the effect of an erPLASMA

LINE
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FiS.16. Plasma
linespectra
andde•ved
plasma
wave
temperatures
dudns
twope•ods
ofdiEuse
aurora
onMarch
16,
1978.
(a)Electron
density
profiles.
Thebars
near
thelayer
peaks
show
theranses
ofva•ation
found
• l-m• intesrations.
TheFACr•seSate
was
•ntered
at120
kin,•ivin•rise
tothealtitude
w½i•htin•
function
ass•iated
with
thetopscale.
(b)
Plasma
wave
temperature
profiles
de•ved
from
thespectra
inFisure
16c.
(c)Two
obse•ed
upshffted
spectra
oftheplasma
l•es.Eve•other
data
point
isshown
forapotion
ofthespectra
sta•inS
with
thepoint,
identified
byana•ow•d open

symbol,
thatisassociated
•th thelayer
peak
• Fisure
16a.(• Plasma
wave
temperature
spectra.
rorin thepeakfrequency
determination
by assigning
thefrequencymarkedby thearrowwiththesolidsymbolin Figure
16cto thepeakfrequency
andderiving
thekTpvalues.
In frequencythe resultantkTpspectrum
is similarto that shownin

fuseaurora,1010to 1055UT on March 16, 1978.Data from

thisperiodhavealreadybeendiscussed
extensively.
The
plasma
frequencies
andplasma
lineintensities
havebeenpresentedin Figures 12 and 13.

Figure16d,butthevalues
aresmaller.
In altitude
thekTvpro-

We appliedtheproceduredescribed
in section3cto findthe
file is similarto that shownin Figure16bbut is shifteddown Doppler
shifts.
Sincethespectra
appear
tobetrulysymmetric,

in altitude by about 4 km. Thus while the detailed values theprocedure
is applicable.
Theresults
of thisanalysis,
the
couldchange,the importantphysicalresultwouldremainun- combined
frequency
shifts,are shownin Figure17. Each

changed.

c. ElectronVelocityand CurrentParallel
to the MagneticField

pointat 2-rainintervals
is theresultof a 6-rainintegration.
Thestatistical
uncertainty
isof thesameorderasmany,but
not all, themeasurements.
If we assume
that.thecurrentin a

stable
auroraisalmost
constant,
instead
oflooking
attheindividualpointswe can averageall the data. We find that the

In order to attempt this measurementwe used a slower combined
frequency
shiftlap+ faown
isapproximately
-10.6
samplingrate to obtaingreaterfrequency
resolution.
By kHzwithanestimated
onestandard
deviation
uncertainty
of
changingfrom 15 MHz to 8 MHz the equivalentfilter 8 kHz.Again,thisresultis significant.
Thisfrequency
shift

changedfrom 30 to 16 kHz. The measurements
were made
duringa periodof goodsignal-to-noise
ratio and stabledif-

gives
risetoanelectron
velocity
of0.6km/s.Theionvelocity
parallelto themagnetic
fieldisnegligible
in comparison.
For
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While successfulmeasurementshad previously been made
[Wickwar, 1978],this seriesof observationswasunique in that
it used a high-speedcorrelator as well as the usual filter bank
to measurethe plasmaline intensityspectra.In addition, more
simultaneousion componentmeasurementsthat are necessary
for the data interpretation were made. Altogether, a greater
number of different, yet simultaneous,power and spectral
measurements

dertaken

were made with the radar than had been un-

before.

We have developed the theoretical basis for obtaining the
intensity spectrum using correlator measurements and a
2.0
monostaticradar. A comparisonof the filter bank and correlator measurementsproves that the correlator can indeed be
2.5
usedsuccessfullyto measureplasma line spectra.The spectra
measuredin this manner have the advantagethat they cover a
1030
1050
1010
continuouswide frequency band with better spectral resoluTIME, UT
tion than the filter bank alone. The filter bank nicely comFig. 17. Doppler shift of the plasmaline spectraor electronvelocity during the diffuseaurora. Although separatedby 2 min, each da- plements these spectra by providing range information for
tum point wasfoundusinga 6-min integration.The Dopplershiftwas scalingthe densityprofilesand for separatingintensitiesfrom
determined from the first moment.
the topside and bottomsideof the layer.
A large seriesof observationswere made under a variety of
an electrondensityof 105cm3 this velocityimpliesa current conditionsduring both the day and the night. Different observationsfrom the auroral E layer have been presentedto show
down the magneticfield line of the order of l0/zA/m 2.
As we notedin section3c, the currentdeterminationapplies the richnessof the phenomenonthat we observed;specifically,
to a region abovethe E layer peak becauseit is there that the they enable us to examine the shapeand variationsin shape
observedsignal originates.In Figure 16b, which was also dis- of the spectra. In order to relate these measurementsto the
cussedearlier and is from the time period of the current deter- auroral situation we have presenteda particularly wide range
-30

1.6

•

mination,we seethat the peak of the k Tpprofileis between

of correlative

measurements.

As was previously found [Wickwar, 1978], the plasma line
intensity on the bottomsideof the E layer was found to be insignificantin comparisonwith the topsideintensity.Theoretical calculations [Oran et al., 1980] are consistentwith this
finding. As is expected,the observedspectrawere found to be
wider and weaker for large density gradients than for small
gradients.Unlike daytime spectraexcited by photoelectrons,
the signal strengthdoes not usually approach a strong maximum followed by a sharp cutoff at the high-frequency end of
the spectrum.Instead, there is a more modestmaximum followed by a more gradual falloff. Consequently,the observed
intensities and the derived plasma wave temperatureshave
their maxima significantlyabovethe E layer peak. Again, theoretical calculations [Oran et al., 1980] are consistentwith this
finding.
First, at the lower altitudesin the topsideE regionthe sharp

130 and 135 km. A comparisonof the squaresand circlesin
Figures 16cand 16d further indicatesthat the observedspectrum also has its peak between 130 and 135 km, while Figure
16a showsthat the E regiondensitypeak is at 122 km. Therefore the averagedcurrent is from a region about l0 km above
the peak of the E region in this example.
The magnitudeof this currentis reasonablein comparison
to satellitemeasurements[Potemra, 1977],but we have no correlative measurementsto verify it. However, downward fieldalignedcurrentsare expectedstatisticallyin the eveningsector
in the diffuse aurora [Kamide and Rostoker, 1977] or in the
evening sectornear the equatorward portion of the auroral
oval [Potemra,1977].Thesetwo descriptionsare equivalentin
that the diffuse aurora occursin the equatorwardportion of
the oval. The low and relatively constant electron densities
that we measurein the auroral E layer (Figures l0 and 12)
clearly indicate that we are in the region of diffuse aurora. rise in kT•, is very similar to that found by Wickwar[1978].

Thisconclusion
isfurthersupported
by theequivalent
4278-A Then, the rate of increase with altitude was found to be inintensity (Figure 10d), which is typical of the diffuse aurora.
That we are in the eveningsectoris supportedby the fact that
the observationswere made about I hour before magnetic
midnight. However, in termsof the eastwardelectrojetour location in the eveningsectoris not as clear becausethe magnetometerH componentisjust negativeof the quiet-time curve.
As we improve this techniqueand gain more confidencein
it, we expect to define where and under what conditions Bir-

versely proportional to the variation of neutral density with

altitude.This behaviorof kTv was attributedto the behavior
of the steadystatesecondaryelectronflux, which is primarily
controlled by the ratio of the production rate to the energy
loss rate to neutrals.

In those earlier

data the situation

was

simplified becausethe ionization rate was nearly constant
over the altitude range considered.In these data, where the
productionrate decreases
with altitude, the explanationof the

keland currents occur. At least we will be able to measure that

kTv altitudebehavioris the samebut with the addedimplica-

part of the Birkeland current that is carried by thermal electrons. Suitable comparisonswith magnetometerexperiments
could then resolvethe questionof whetherionscontributesignificantly to these currents.

tion that the energy lossrate to neutralsmust decreasewith altitude over the observedaltitude region. Since phaseenergy
decreaseswith altitude, this is equivalent to saying that the
lossrate to neutralsincreaseswith energyin the energyregion
near 1 eV. Second,at the higher altitudesthere is a sharp fall

5.

DISCUSSION

AND

CONCLUSION

in kTv with altitude.This behaviorwasalsoseenby Wickwar
In the spring and fall of 1978 we made a seriesof plasma [ 1978] and was attributed to the increasedimportance of the
line observationsin the auroral region at Chatanika, Alaska. Maxwellian term in the enhancementequation at higher alti-
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tudes and hence larger electron temperatures. That effect
would be even more pronouncedhere becausethe phase energy is decreasingwith altitude. As more of the data are analyzed and the resultsmodeled, we will be better able to test
this interpretation and fill in more of the details.
In addition to these extensive observationsof the plasma
line spectraenhancedby secondaryelectronsin the auroral E
layer we have also made the first observationsin the auroral
region of E region and F region plasma lines enhanced by
photoelectrons.Theseplasmalineswill be examinedin a subsequent article.
Besidesexamining the shapeof the plasma line spectrawe
have determined the Doppler shift of the spectra and hence
the drift velocity of the ambient electrons.By combining the
electron velocity with the simultaneousmeasurementsof ion
velocity and electron density in the topside E region we have
made the first radar measurements

of the Birkeland

the Birkeland

A:

THEORY

CORRELATION

OF PLASMA

Es(r;t) -- -re

r

X ANe(z; t) exp (-ikeffZ)dz

(A3)

after droppingthe phasefactor and where 0 is the angle between e•kand e•r.

The correlation function of the receivedsignal is

Rs(•; t) -- E {Es(r;t)Es*(r;t- 7)}

(A4)

The correlation function of density fluctuationsin a statistically stationary medium is

Race(r;
7, Az)= E {ANe(7+ Az;t + r)ANe(7;t)}
We assume that the medium has uncorrelated

(A5)

scatterers be-

causeit decorrelatesrapidly in Az, typically of the order of a
Debye length. Hence we obtain

P t + •'r_ 2z__
Sin
c

(

Rs0';t) = re2sin2X

-

xP*t+%- •-- 2z sin Ra•e0';
•' ke•)
dœ (A6)
c

where

Ra-•l•;
•;keff)--/[exp
(-t'keff•z)]R•e(,r;•;
Az)dAz
(A7)

LINE

MEASUREMENTS

The scatteredsignalat point r and time t, applyingthe first
Born approximation to the ionosphericplasma, is
exp (-ikr)

c

currents.

We expect to improve the analysis procedure, make comparisonsto other measurementssuchas thoseobtained by the
Alaskan magnetometer chain and satellites, and study the
conditionsunder which thesecurrentsoccur and vary.

APPENDIX

Es(r;
t)--re
sin
xexp
(iWct)(-•)/P
(t+%-2
2sin
•)

currents

carried by ambient electrons.
We have given an overview of the joint American-French
plasma line experimentsconducted at Chatanika in March
and November 1978.We are continuingthe data analysisand
expectto concentrateour effortsin two directions.The first involyesthe differential fluxes of low-energy electronsin the E
layer and the factors such as the neutral atmospherethat affect these fluxes. The second involves

where A r is the crosssectionof the scatteringvolume. We obtain

exp (i•od)sin X

This equation, which is the same as that obtained by Farley
[1969] and Rino [1972], is the starting point of our analysis.
We now calculate the correlation

function

for our correlator

for a rectangularpulse of duration T and a range gate also of
duration T. First, we change variables and drop the initial
constant.This gives

ßfP[t+
Tr--(l•k•l•r)•]
XAN•(r';t)
exp
(--iih•l")dr'
(A1)
2

where

re electron radius;

(A8)

where

fc transmitterfrequency;
Wc-- 2'rrf c;,
k transmitted wave vector;
kr---received wave vector;

C! --

sin (o/2)
0 • T • Tmax

kerr= k - kr;

dk
dr
'Tr
P
ANe
X

unit vector along k;
unit vector along r;
time from transmissionto reception;
envelopeof the transmittedsignal;
electronnumber densityfluctuation;
electron scatteringangle.

(•'maxis the maximum delay in the correlation function and
between the onset of sampling and calculation), and
t = 'Tr -1-tt + 'Tma
x

Usually, for the correlationfunction we have •-max/T<< 1. In-

To obtain a one-dimensionalequation, we choosethe z axis
along kerrand simplify the equation by integratingANe over a
surface S in the xy plane

ANe(z;
t)= •rr
S;t)dS
1// ANe(Z;

tt __>
0

(A2)

deed,it is usuallybetween0.1 and 0.05.Thusfor our pl,asma
line measurements
the differencebetweenthe integralsfor and

f•m•x
r becomes
negligible.
To a goodapproximation,
(A8) becomes

Rs(•;
t)oc

ax

Ra•e
7; 2

dp

(A9)
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Since the correlator works in a discrete manner and makes

a temporalaverage,our estimateof the aurocorrelationfunction becomes

1

l•s(nAt;
'rr-•-kAt+ MAt)
= • Y• Es(r;
'rr-•-kAt+ MAt)
'Es *(r; % + kAt + MAt - nat)

(A14)

(A10)

where

nat--

r

MAt =rmax

where

kAt = t'

N = (T-

RH(?) = f h(t + ?)h*(t) dt

MAt)/At

N is the number of measurementsof each lag product. In this

Since RH (?) is much narrower than P(t), we can write

case we have

R.(? - ?')PT (t -- td- ?) = RH(? -- ?')PT (t -- td- ?')

=
fmax
TRa• enat; &(gAt
+MAt
r--p)
Up
a{]•s}
•1•l
k=O
2 +'r

= 1 •v-,
(•s (I-- ]ml/
D [..A
,.ct(?r
-•mat).]
Thisequationrelatingthe mediumandmeasuredautoco,elation functions is our basic result. An Mtuitive discussion of it

is givenM section3a M conjunctionwith Figure 3.
The Fourier transformof (A11) relatesthe expectedvaMe

then

R•(%
t)=.;[ RHrr')PT
(t-td)Pr*(ttd.

ßRqz';
•)dz'
dtd=
f RH(Z-z',R.(z';
t,dz'(AI5,
This last equationis the convolutionof the correlationfunction of RH(Z) and the co,elation function of the medium

of themeasured
spectrum
to thespectrum
of the m•dMm. smearedover altitude, (A 11).
Equation(3) givesthe resultfor the whole altitude region
sampled,and (4) givesthe resultfor a smallaltituderegion.

By performMg a Fourier transformon (A15) we obtaM the
spectrum

We also have to consider the effects of the receiver band-

& q; t) = Im(f)l=&q; t)
(A16)
width upon the receivedplasma1Mesignal.The receiversystem, up to the poMt wherethe co,elation functionis formed, The Mfluence of the filter is the same as that for the case of
canbe represented
by a sMglefilter with the •pulse response stationa• signals.Thus the measuredspectrumis the product
of the filter spectrumand the compositespectrumof the medium, (3).

FT(t)

h(t)

m(f)

The resultant correlation function is analogousto that given
by (A8):

o ff O(t
- tu;
f)O*(t
- tu
- •;f)•(f;c'•)
dtu
df
where
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